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Abstract 
The method of Turaev and Viro is generalized to construct state-sum invariants of 
3-manifolds using an artinian semisimple tortile category as initial data. 
In the first two sections of this paper we lay the topological and algebraic groundwork 
for the construction of a large class of (2 + D-dimensional TQFT’s and their associated 
3-manifold invariants. Then, following Turaev and Viro [21], we will first construct the 
3-manifold invariants, and then handle the “relative case” to obtain TQFT’s. In doing so, 
we isolate the analogues of the (classical or quantum) 6j-symbols in any artinian semisimple 
tortile category over an arbitrary field, in the correct normalization to repeat the construc- 
tion of Turaev and Viro [21] with some modifications. 
Throughout, we assume all manifolds and homeomorphisms are piecewise linear and 
write compositions in diagrammatic order. 
Key words: Topological quantum field theory; State-sum invariant; 3-manifold; Triangula- 
tion; Monoidal category 
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1. Definitions and generalities concerning triangulations and special spines of 
3-manifolds 
We begin with some definitions from the work of Casler [2], Matveev [14,15] and 
Turaev and Viro [21], adopting in all cases the terminology of [211. 
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Definition 1.1. A simple 2-polyhedron (respectively simple 2-polyhedron with 
boundary) is a 2-polyhedron every point of which has a neighborhood homeomor- 
phic to (l), (2), or (3) (respectively any element) of the following list: 
(1) the plane R2, 
(2) the union of three halfplanes meeting in their common boundary, 
(3) the cone over the l-skeleton of a tetrahedron, 
(4) the halfplane R:, 
(5) the union of three copies of the quadrant {(x, y) E LIZ2 ( x z= 0, y > 0) along 
the halfline x = 0. 
The boundary of a simple 2-polyhedron with boundary is the subpolyhedron 
whose points do not admit any neighborhood of form (l), (2), or (3). 
Definition 1.2. A simple spine of a compact 3-manifold with boundary M is a 
simple 2-polyhedron X with empty boundary such that there is an embedding 
i: X-M such that M collapses onto i(X). A spine of a compact 3-manifold 
(without boundary M) is a spine of M-B for B an open 3-ball. A simple 
2-skeleton of a compact 3-manifold (with or without boundary) is a spine of the 
manifold with some finite set of open 3-balls deleted. 
Observe that a choice of a simple 2-skeleton Sk for M provides a stratification 
of M: the 3-strata are the connected components of M - Sk, the 2-strata are the 
connected components of the subspace of Sk consisting of points with euclidean 
neighborhoods in Sk, the l-strata are the connected components of the comple- 
ment subspace of Sk of the set of points with neighborhoods of form (2), and the 
O-strata are the points of Sk which are in no 3-, 2-, or l-stratum. 
Definition 1.3. A simple 2-spine (respectively simple 2-skeleton) for a 3-manifold is 
cellular if all strata of the induced stratification of M are homeomorphic to 
euclidean balls. 
We then have 
Theorem 1.4 [2]. Any compact 3-manifold admits a simple cellular spine. 
Thus a fortiori any compact 3-manifold admits a simple 2-skeleton. 
Now, observe that the collapsing of a 3-manifold with boundary M onto a 
simple spine X induces a topological immersion of &I4 onto X. This observation 
then allows the following method for reconstructing a 3-manifold from a simple 
spine. 
Theorem 1.5 [21]. Any compact 3-manifold M with nonempty boundary is homeo- 
morphic to the cylinder of a topological immersion of aM onto an arbitrary simple 
spine X of M. 
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Fig. 1. The Matveev move. 
Fig. 2. The lune move. 
//-/- /w 
Fig. 3. The bubble move. 
Corollary 1.6. Any closed compact 3-manifold M is homeomorphic to the space M’ 
obtained as follows: Let U be the cylinder of a topological immersion of a disjoint 
union of 2-spheres onto an arbitrary simple 2-skeleton X of M, which is 2 to 1 at 
every point of a 2-stratum of X. Let M’ = U + 1l sz LI B3, where the disjoint union of 
2-spheres is identified on the one hand, with &TJ, and on the other, with a( LI B3). 
Of course, given a combinatorial way of specifying one of a family of topological 
objects, one needs a description of when two such specifications give the same 
object. For simple cellular spines and simple 2-skeleta of 3-manifolds these 
conditions are given in terms of the “moves” given in 
Definition 1.7. The Matveev (respectively lune, bubble) move consists of replacing 
a subpolyhedron of a simple 2-polyhedron homeomorphic to the simple 2-poly- 
hedron depicted at the left in Fig. 1 (respectively 2, 3) with that depicted at the 
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right in the same figure (preserving the obvious identification of the boundaries of 
the polyhedra depicted in the figures). 
We then have 
Theorem 1.8 [15]. Any simple cellular spine of a compact 3-manifold can be 
transformed into any other by a series of Matveev and lune moves and their inverses. 
And 
Theorem 1.9 [21]. Any simple 2-skeleton of a compact 3-manifold can be tranformed 
into any other by a series of Matveev, lune and bubble moves and their inverses. 
Another aspect of simple 2-skeleta which is important to the development of 
the combinatorial methods of Turaev and Viro is the fact that they are a 
generalization of the dual cell decomposition to a triangulation of a compact 
3-manifold. To be precise: 
Proposition 1.10 [21]. Zf T is a triangulation of a closed compact 3-manifold M, then 
the union of the O-, l- and 2-cells of the dual cell decomposition to T forms a simple 
(cellular) 2-skeleton of M. 
We refer to the simple 2-skeleton of Proposition 1.10 as the dual 2-skeleton 
of T. 
2. Definitions and generalities concerning semisimple tortile categories 
Our initial data from which we construct 3-manifold invariants and (2 + l)- 
dimensional topological quantum field theories will be a category satisfying a 
number of rather technical-seeming axioms. Examples of such categories include 
the category of (co)modules over any (co)semisimple finite-dimensional (cojribbon 
quasi-Hopf algebras, the modular tensor categories of Moore and Seiberg [16] 
arising from rational conformal field theories, and the artinian semisimple cate- 
gories constructed in Gelfand and Kazhdan [7]. 
The axioms fall into two types: those dealing with the linearity structure over a 
field K, and those dealing with the monoidal and duality structure of the category. 
We begin with the latter. We assume familiarity with the basic notions of monoidal 
category theory and Abelian category theory (cf. Mac Lane [131) and with basic 
notions associated with categories of tangles (cf. Freyd and Yetter [5,61, Joyal and 
Street [8,9], Resetikhin and Turaev [19], Shum [20], Yetter [22]). 
Our categories will all be K-linear Abelian monoidal categories with 8 exact in 
both variables, but will be equipped with additional structure. One piece of 
structure we will require is the presence of dual objects: 
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Definition 2.1. A right (respectively left) dual to an object X in a monoidal 
category $9 is an object X* (respectively “X) equipped with maps E : X 8 X* + I 
and n : I -+ X” @X (respectively e : *X8X-+1 and h:I+X@*X) such that the 
composites 
P -I 
X-----+X@Z ZX@ (x* @X) S (X62X*) @X 
2Z@XhX 
and 
X*~z@X*~(X*~X)@X*a x*@(x@x*) 
X*x* @Qzp’x* 
(respectively 
x~z.x5(xs*x) @X4 X@ (*X8x) 
SX@ZPX 
and 
--1* 
*xPxc3z =x8 (X8*X) 2 (*X8x) @3*x 
3z@*x&*x) 
are both identity maps. 
Observe that a choice of right (respectively left) dual object for each object of a 
(small) monoidal category ?F extends to a contravariant monoidal functor from %? 
to its opposite category with 8 reversed, and that there are canonical natural 
isomorphisms k : *(X*> +X and K : (*XI* + X. 
The categories we consider will have two-sided duals. To make sense of this in 
the nonsymmetric setting, we need 
Definition 2.2 [6]. A monoidal category is sovereign if it is equipped with a choice 
of left and right duals for all objects, and a (chosen) monoidal natural isomorphism 
6 : X” + “X such that 
+k = (c/-‘)*K 
and +I = 1,. 
Definition 2.3 [20]. A tortile (tensor) category is a monoidal category 557 =(C, 8, I, 
a, p, A) in which every object has a right dual equipped moreover with natural 
isomorphisms a;l,, : A @ B + B @A (the braiding) and 13, : A + A (the twist) satis- 
fying 
l the hexagons: (T~,~ Q C)a,,,,,(B ED T~,~) = (Y A,B,CrA,BN'aB,C,A for 7=(~*r, 
l balance 0,,, = aA B~B,A(~A 8 e,), 
l 0 self-dual: 0,, = e;. 
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Of course, the presence of a braiding makes right duals into left duals by 
e = (T-$ and h = qo. However, these are not two-sided duals in the sense of 
Definition 2.2 unless the category satisfies the balance axiom. Indeed, we have 
Proposition 2.4 [4] (cf. [22]). A braided monoidal category with right duals for all 
objects is balanced if and only if the category is sovereign with the chosen right duals 
and the left duals of the previous paragraph. More precisely, a choice of twist is 
equivalent to a choice of the natural isomorphism in Definition 2.2. 
Since our categories will be tortile, we will consider chosen right duals as 
two-sided duals under the structure of the previous proposition. 
In what follows, we will use a diagrammatic notation, similar to Penrose’s [17] 
notation for tensors, for maps in our categories (see Appendix on diagrammatic 
notation below). Its use is justified by the following theorem of Shum [20] (cf. also 
Freyd and Yetter [6], Joyal and Street [91, Reshetikhin and Turaev [191, Yetter 
L221): 
Theorem 2.5 [20]. The tortile category freely generated by a single object is monoidally 
equivalent to the category of framed tangles. 
The second sort of structure we require involves the linear and Abelian 
structure on the category. 
Definition 2.6. An object X in a K-linear category L%? is simple if G?[X, Xl is 
l-dimensional. 
Definition 2.7. A K-linear Abelian category E? is semisimple if every object is 
isomorphic to a direct sum of simple objects, and a semisimple category is artinian 
if there are only finitely many isomorphism classes of simple objects. If ‘Z is 
equipped with an exact monoidal structure, we also require that the monoidal 
identity object I be simple. 
Note that in the preceding definition we include a finiteness condition omitted 
by some authors. 
In what follows we will be concerned with K-linear semisimple Abelian cate- 
gories equipped with an exact tortile structure (for K a field). For brevity we refer 
to these as semisimple tortile categories over K. 
Definition 2.8. In any semisimple tortile category an object is self-dual if it is 
isomorphic to its dual object. Such a category, e’, is self-dual if every simple object 
in @? is self-dual. A semisimple tortile category over K, %Z’, is multiplicity free if for 
any triple of simple objects x, y, z E %? the horn-space %3x 8 y @z, II is either O- 
or l-dimensional over K. 
Lemma 2.9. If S is a simple object in any category %? over K, then for any object X, 
@X, S] and E’[S, X] are canonically dual as vector spaces. 
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Proof. The composition map 0 : g’[ S, X] Q ‘2?[ X, S] + C?[S, S] = K defines a non- 
degenerate bilinear pairing. 0 
Lemma 2.10. Let 5? be any semisimple category over K with 9 a family of a 
representatives for the isomorphism classes of simple objects in %. If X is any object 
of F’, then a choice of bases b,,,, . . . , bd,,s c %?I X, Sl for each S E 9 (where 
d, = dim,%?[ X, S]) determines a direct sum decomposition 
X=@ & 
SE9 i=l 
in which the b,,, are the projections onto the direct summands, and there are splittings 
bi,s satisfying 
c $bi&=l, 
SEPii-1 ’ 
and bi,,bj,, is the zero map from S to T, unless (i, S) = (j, T), in which case it is 1,. 
Proof. Now, by the definition of semisimplicity, X admits a direct sum decomposi- 
tion of the form given, though not a priori having the bi,s as projections. Let pi,s 
(respectively pi,s) denote the projections (respectively inclusions) of the summands 
in this direct sum decomposition. Now for each S ~9, {P~,~) form a basis for 
‘kY[X, S], while {P~,~} form a basis for %F[S, X] which is the dual basis under the 
identification of the previous lemma. But if B is the change of basis matrix 
transforming the pi,s to the bi,s then B-’ transforms the pi,s to the bi,s and thus 
the bi,s are the projections for a (different) direct sum decomposition. q 
We adopt the convention that if we have a basis of E?[X, S] or of %?[S, X] for S 
any simple object then for any basis element, x, X is the corresponding element of 
the dual basis, and thus ? =x. 
Definition 2.11. If f : X + X is any endomorphism in a tortile category ‘8 over K 
then the trace of f, denoted tr(f 1, is the map h(f 8 lX*)e, or equivalently, the 
corresponding element of K under the identification of %?(I, I) with K. The 
dimension of an object X is dim(X) = tr(1,). 
The name trace follows from the following, originally proved in the symmetric 
case by Kelly and Laplaza [lo]: 
Proposition 2.12. In any tortile category over K, if f : X + Y and g : Y-+X then 
Wfg) = tr(gf >. 
The following lemma is an immediate consequence of the coherence theorem 
Shum [20]: 
of 
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Lemma 2.13. If X is any object in a tortile category over K, and X* is its dual object, 
then 
dim(X) = dim( X*). 
On the other hand in the presence of the additive and linear structure on a 
semisimple category over K we have 
Lemma 2.14. Zf X and Y are objects in a semisimple tortile category over K then 
dim(X@ Y) = dim(X) + dim(Y). 
Proof. It follows from the exactness of (>* that hxev = 6,(h, CB h,) and l X8r= 
k#J9ey)+. 0 
Lemma 2.15. If X and Y are objects in a semisimple tortile category over K then 
dim(X@Y) =dim(X) dim(Y). 
Proof. It is immediate from the definition of dimension and the coherence theorem 
of Shum [20] that dim(X ED Y) = dim(X) C?J dim(Y) when the dimensions are re- 
garded as endomorphisms of I. But for endomorphisms of I, 8, composition, and 
multiplication of coefficients of 1, all coincide. 0 
These results can be neatly summarized by 
Proposition 2.16. dim : Ob(kF) + K extends to a ring-homomorphism from Groth(W, 
the Grothendieck or fusion ring of 59, to K. 
The following trivial lemma will be used throughout our construction: 
Lemma 2.17. Zf X is any simple object in a semisimple tortile category over K with 
dim(X) # 0 and f : X-+X is any map, then f is (tr( f )/dim(X))l,. 
Proof. Since f is a scalar multiple of 1, by simplicity, it suffices to observe that 
tr( f > must be the multiple of dim(X) by the same scalar. 0 
3. Coloring triangulations and state-sum invariants 
Throughout this section let LF be a fixed artinian semisimple tortile category, let 
9 be a chosen set of representatives for the isomorphism classes of simple objects 
including, as a representative of its class, the chosen monoidal identity object I, 
and let 9’ be a choice for each triple of elements of a, b, c EY of a basis gabc 
for the horn-space F[a 8 b 8 c, I]. Assume without loss of generality that the 
choice of dual objects has been made so that (>* induces an involution on 9. 
Observe that the fixed points of this involution are the representatives of isomor- 
phism classes of self-dual simple objects. 
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If T is a triangulation of a 3-manifold M, we let T& denote the set of 
(nondegenerate) i-simplexes of the triangulation, T$ denote the set of oriented 
edges of the triangulation, and Z& denote the set of 2-simplexes equipped with an 
ordering on their vertices and a sign. We denote elements of T$ by listing their 
vertices in the order given by the orientation (e.g. (ab)), and elements of Z$, by 
listing their vertices in order and using the sign in place of the closing parenthesis 
(e.g. (abc + >. 
We are now in a position to define the colorings which index our state-sums. 
Definition 3.1. A %?99-coloring A (or simply a coloring if no confusion is possible) 
of an ordered triangulation of a 3-manifold is a pair of maps (both denoted A by 
abuse of notation) 
( A : TC1, + 9, A : TC2, -+9) 
such that the source of h{a, b, c] is A{a, b] ~8 A{b, c] 6~ A{c, a], where a <b <c in 
the ordering on the vertices. We denote the set of gP.S’-colorings of an ordered 
triangulation T by A,,,(T). 
Now let A be a coloring of an ordered triangulation of a 3-manifold M. We 
identify To, with its inclusion into T$ by mapping each edge {a, b] to the ordered 
edge (ub) with a <b in the global ordering of the vertices, and TC2, with its 
inclusion into Z& by mapping each 2-simplex {a, b, c) to the ordered signed 
2-simplex (ubc + where a < b < c in the global ordering. 
Now define extension of A from TC1, to T($ (still denoted A) by requiring that 
A(bu) = A(ab)*, and an extension of A from TC2) to a map from Z$, to Arr(P) 
(again abusing notation) by requiring 
(1) A(ubc - = A( ubc + (recall Lemma 2.101, 
(2) A(ucb + = A(ubc -*, A(ucb - = A(ubc +*, 
c3) A(bcu + = cA(bc)@h(cn) ~(ab)eqab)A(ubC + 3 
‘1 
(4) A(bca - = Nabc - eh(nb)a*~~b),h(bc)~yca). 
Lemma 3.2. The above conditions completely and unambiguously determine maps 
A : TCy; -+ 9 and A : If& + Arr(g). 
Proof. For edges and objects, the result is clear. 
For 2-simplexes and arrows, first recall that by definition ( ) transforms a basis 
for a horn-space targetted or sourced at a simple object (in this case I) into its dual 
basis. Next, observe that by monoidal functoriality, ( )* transforms a basis for 
E’[ X, II (respectively $T[ I, Xl) into a basis for %?[ I, X*] (respectively @[X*, Z]). 
Finally, it follows from naturality conditions that precomposing with a,,,,,8, 
(respectively postcomposing with 0; ‘a&,,> carries a basis for %?[x 8 y cs z, I] 
(respectively %?[I, x @ y 8 21) to a basis for ‘S?:[z 8 x 8 y, I] (respectively %[ I, z @ 
x @Y I). 
Now we must show that if we fix an underlying simplex {a, b, c}, then the 
transformations given above satisfy the relations of the group 9X x Z/2Z, where 
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Fig. 4. Verifying the nontrivial relation on Y3 generators. 
Yj acts by permuting the vertices and Z/27 acts by reversing the sign. For 
relations involving only one of the transformations this is fairly clear: by construc- 
-. 
tion ( ) 1s an involution, as by our choice of dual objects, is ( )*. That precompos- 
ing with uXBY,* z 13 (respectively postcomposing with f?;‘a,T,‘,,) is of period 3 (note 
these are two different applications of the same three-cycle on the vertices 
depending on the sign), follows from the coherence conditions on 8 and (T in the 
definition of tortile category (in particular the hexagon, the balancing condition 
and O1 = II) and the naturality of 19. 
That ( ) commutes with the other transformations follows in the case of ( >* 
from functoriality of ( )* and, in the case of the three-cycle, from the fact that dual 
bases transform inversely to each other. 
Finally, for the other relation in ~7~) we must show that conjugating the 
three-cycle by the transposition (dualizing) gives the inverse of the three-cycle. 
This follows readily from the coherence conditions in the definition of tortile 
categories. A diagrammatic version of the calculation is given for the case where 
the transformations are applied to a coloring of A(& - in Fig. 4. 0 
Using this we can define our state-sums: 
Definition 3.3. Given an ordered triangulation T of an oriented 3-manifold M, the 
Z?YL%‘-state-sum associated to T is given by 
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where 
c dim(a) dim(b) 
for some (thus by Lemma 3.16 below any) d ~9, where dim0 is the dimension in 
the sense of Definition 2.11, and where 
'bw2 - Q A(023 -1 [l @ eA(o2) @ 11 [lA(Ol) @'hh(l3) @ 11 
P A(01)csA(13)77A(03) @ 11 [l @ 17A(13) @ 1*(03)*] 
[ A(013 + 8 1 Q A( 123 + @ l] [ 1 @ e,(,,) @ l] ~~~~~~ 
when the orientation of (T induced by the ordering is the 
reverse of that induced by the global orientation, 
II A(a) II = hA(03)[ 1 @ rlA(l3) @a l] [ A(013 - 8 1 A(o3)@A(13)* @N 123 -1 
[ l@e h(03) @ 11 [l @ fA(l3) @ 11 [I @ eA(l,)@ 11 
C 
l@e h(03) @ 11 [l @ EA(l3) @ '1 [l @ CA(l3) @ q 
P A(Ol)@A(12) @ 77A(O2) 
@l][A(012+ @(023+] 
when the orientation of (T induced by the ordering agrees 
I with that induced by the global ordering 
for 0, 1, 2,3 representing the vertices of u in the ordering given by the ordering on 
T. We call the 11 A(a) II the weights of colored 3-simplexes. 
A more intelligible description of II A(a) II is given diagrammatically in Fig. 5. ’ 
Of course the point of this is 
Theorem 3.4. For any oriented 3-manifold M the value of the g995’-state-sum 
associated to T is independent of T, A?, and 9, and thus defines an invariant of 
3-manifolds which we denote Z,(M). 
The proof is essentially the same as the proof of the corresponding result in 
Turaev and Viro [21l, and breaks down as a series of lemmas. Whenever possible, 
we will refer to Turaev and Viro [21] and will give full details only when 
differences between our setting and theirs make it necessary to do so. The first of 
these points of difference occurs in our definition of the weight of a colored 
3-simplex. We require an ambient orientation since in the absence of the self-dual- 
1 In figures, we adopt the convention denoting edge colors by lower-case letters, Z-simplex colors by 
upper-case letters; in particular, we use A(012 + = A, A(023 + = B, A(013 + = E, A(123 + = D for the 
faces of a standard 3-simplex. 
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Fig. 5. Weights for colored tetrahedra. 
ity of all simple objects, we cannot construct a tensor with the addition symmetry 
property of the quantum 6j-symbols under dualizing all representations. 
The second point of difference should also have been noted by the reader: we 
have had to choose bases for horn-spaces. This has been necessary since in our 
more general case the summands of a “Clebsch-Gordan” decomposition of a 
tensor product can occur with multiplicity greater than one. To take care of this 
difficulty we prove: 
Lemma 3.5. The LF9’B-state-sum associated to an ordered triangulation T of an 
oriented 3-manifold M is independent of the choice of 9. Moreover, once the 
ordered triangulation and edge-coloring are ftied, the sum of those summands with 
the fixed edge-coloring is unchanged if the sum is taken over generalized colorings 
defined by choosing a basis for @[x 8 y @ z, I] independently for each 2-simplex with 
boundary colored by objects n, y, z (in the order determined by the ordering on the 
vertices). 
Proof. The first statement follows immediately from the second. 
To prove the second statement, it suffices to show that the state-sum defined in 
terms of these generalized colorings is unchanged by changing the choice of basis 
on a single horn-space associated to a single 2-simplex 7. To do this we decompose 
the state-sum. By A(&) we will mean the ordered triple of objects in 9 given by 
the A-colors of the bounding edges of T in the order determined by the ordering 
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on the vertices, and let r1 and a2 be the 3-simplexes whose common face is T. We 
then have 
= c cIT(o)I n dim( A( e)) n II A(a) II 
A =Ae~&r) eEr(I) UE q3) 
h(aT)=(x,Y,z) 
+ terms with other values for A(&) 
= c c cl*@I n dim(A(e)) n IIA(a) II 
A dxyz A EARED es% UE 43, 
A(T)=A 
+ terms with other values for A( 3~). 
NOW, we must observe that for each coloring A occurring for a fixed A EL?L?~~~ 
(if necessary switching g1 and u2 w.1.o.g.) we have II A(c+,) I] =x@+ and II A(a2) I] 
= QmZlhA for some maps @,+ targetted at Z and QV+ sourced at I. 
Thus, isolating the factors involving U, and u2, the last expression becomes 
But observing that composition of endomorphisms of simple objects (in particu- 
lar Z) is the same as multiplication and that composition is bilinear, we thus obtain 
CA 
I 
c @,l,~cIT(0)I n dim( A( e)) 
A axyr A EA~~&~) eE ?I) 
ant IX, ~ )II A(u) ]I %,,* A 
(3) 1, * I 
A(T) =A 
where now the inner sum is a sum in I??‘[ x 8 y 8 z, x 8 y 8 z]. 
Now, observe that this expression depends only on the value of the inner sum 
(as a map) restricted to the I-summands of x @ y @ z and, indeed, is just the trace 
of the matrix describing the action of the inner sum on the I-summands. But 
changing basis on ‘G?[ x @ y Q z, Z] and making the corresponding change of basis 
on %[I, x @ y @ z] conjugates the inner sum by the change of basis matrix, thus 
leaving the trace unchanged, and we are done. 0 
Having proven this, it becomes sensible to state 
Lemma 3.6. Zf the ground field K is quadratically closed, then the %!79’97-state-sum 
associated to an ordered triangulation T of an oriented 3-manifold M is independent 
of the choice of 9. 
Proof. Suppose 9 is another choice of representatives for the isomorphism 
classes of simple objects. For each S ~9 choose an isomorphism fs : S + S’ 
where S’ is the unique element of 9 isomorphic to S, and chosen so that 
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fs* =fi ‘*. For nonself-dual S, this is trivial (choose for one of S and S* and the 
other is forced). For self-dual S, we need a little work: Observe that dualizing on 
maps induces a linear isomorphism between %?[A, B] and ‘8’[B*, A”]. In particu- 
lar, if S EY is a self-dual object and S’ ~9’ is the isomorphic object, we have 
induced a linear isomorphism O* : F[S, S’] 2 %?[S’, S]. Now, choose a basis ele- 
ment (Ir for %?[S, S’], we have I,/J* = [I+-’ for some 5 E K. So letting fs = 5-1/2~ 
we have 
fs 0 fs* = 5-q) 0 5-q* 
= I,!J 0 a,!- ’ (by bilinearity of 0 ) 
= I, 
giving a map with the required property. (Note that since Z is always self-dual, we 
need quadratic closure of the field to accomplish this.) 
Now for any objects X, y, z ~9 let B$Y,z, = {if;’ 8 f;’ @ f;‘]b I b ~~‘27~~~). 
Now 9’ is then a choice of bases for the required horn-sets for 9’. It is trivial 
to see that corresponding parts of the g95&‘-state-sum and the 599’9”-state-sum 
are equal, except possibly for the weights of 3-simplex colorings. It is easiest to see 
that the weights of correspondingly colored 3-simplexes are the same by working 
diagrammatically. The equation in Fig. 6 holds by cancelling inverses and using the 
“unitarity” condition on the choice of fs to rename maps. The second diagram is 
then equal to the diagram for the original weight by using dinaturality to move 
inverses next to each other and cancelling. •I 
We now show 
Lemma 3.7. The @?YB-state-sum associated to an ordered triangulation T of an 
oriented 3-manifold M is independent of the ordering on T. 
Proof. First observe that for disconnected manifolds it is clear that the state-sum 
depends at most on the ordering of the vertices in each connected component 
separately. Thus it suffices to consider the connected case, in which case it suffices 
to show that the state-sum is invariant under interchanging the ordering of the 
endpoints of an edge. Now, observe that by Lemma 2.13 the only parts of the 
state-sum which could be changed by reordering the vertices are the weights of the 
3-simplexes. Moreover the weight of a 3-simplex is plainly unchanged unless the 
relative order of the vertices is changed, so it suffices to show that the weight of a 
colored 3-simplex is independent of the ordering on the vertices of the 3-simplex. 
We show this in the lemma following. 0 
Lemma 3.8. The weight of a colored 3-simplex in a triangulation of an oriented 
3-manifold M is independent of the ordering of its vertices. 
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Fig. 6. Invariance of 3-simplex weights under change of 9’. 
Proof. It suffices to show that the weight is invariant under interchanging order-ad- 
jacent vertices. Thus, labelling the vertices in order 0, 1, 2, 3 we must check 
invariance under the permutations (011, (121, (23) in each of two cases depending 
whether the orientation on the simplex induced by the initial ordering is the same 
as or opposite that on M. We give diagrammatic calculations for all three in the 
case where the orientation is opposite to that on M, leaving the other three 
verifications to the reader. (See Figs. 7, 8, and 9.) q 
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Fig. 7. Invariance under (01). 
To complete the proof of Theorem 3.4, we must now show that the state-sum is 
independent of the triangulation and (along the way) verify the claim that c is 
independent of the simple object d used in its definition. To do this, it is 
convenient to follow the lead of Turaev and Viro [211 and consider the dual 
settings. Dualizing a triangulation of M we obtain a cell decomposition of M with 
the usual correspondences: 
Triangulation Dual cell decomposition 
vertex 3-cell 
edge 2-cell 
triangle l-cell 
tetrahedron vertex 
First, note that the vertices, l- and 2-cells of the dual cell decomposition 
necessarily form a simple 2-skeleton for A4 in the sense of Definition 1.2. It is plain 
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Fig. 8. Invariance under (12). 
what a coloring of the dual cell decomposition (with ordered 3-cells) must be: color 
2-cells with objects in 9 and color l-cells (necessarily each incident with three 
2-cells) with maps in 9’XYz where Ix, y, z} are the colors of the 2-cells incident 
with the edge in the order determined by the ordering on the 3-cells lying between 
them. 
Of course, our point in moving to the dual setting is to be able to factor the 
Alexander move in terms of the Matveev, lune and bubble moves and their 
inverses, and to this end we need to have a notion of coloring and state-sum 
applicable to arbitrary simple 2-skeleton. The difficulty is that, in general, an 
ordering of the 3-cells forming the complement of the simple 2-skeleton does not 
provide enough information to define the state-sum. We need instead 
Definition 3.9. By a good neighborhood of a k-stratum s of a simple 2-skeleton Sk, 
we mean an open set N of the form s x D(3-k) embedded so that s is identified 
with s X IO}, and such that N - Sk has exactly 4 - k components. By a local 
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Fig. 9. Invariance under (23). 
ordering on Sk we mean a choice for each good neighborhood of a 0-, l- or 
2-stratum of an ordering on the components of the complement Sk in the 
neighborhood, and such that if X and Y are good neighborhoods of the same 
stratum or of incident strata, and Cx,r, C,,, (respectively C,,, C,,,) are compo- 
nents of X - Sk (respectively Y - Sk), then C,,i IT C,,i # @, i = 1,2 and C,,, < C,,, 
implies C,,, < C,, where < is taken in each case with respect to the relevant 
ordering. By abuse of language we will refer to the components of N - Sk as the 
components of the good neighborhood N. 
As it stands, one might wonder about the possibility of such a choice. However, 
we have 
Proposition 3.10. Every simple 2-skeleton of an orientable 3-manifold admits a local 
ordering. 
Proof. First observe that an ordering of the vertices of a triangulation plainly 
induces an ordering on the 3-cells of the dual cell decomposition, and that the 
induced orderings on intersections with good neighborhoods satisfy the compatibil- 
ity condition for a local ordering on the corresponding simple 2-skeleton. 
It now suffices to show that if Sk admits a local ordering and Sk’ is obtained 
from it by the Matveev, lune and bubble moves and their inverses then Sk’ admits 
a local ordering. 
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For the inverses of the bubble and lune moves this is completely trivial, since we 
just forget information. Once we notice that the orderings on components of good 
neighborhoods of 2-strata suffice to determine the orderings on components of 
good neighborhoods of lower-dimensional incident strata, the inverse of the 
Matveev move is also seen to just forget information. 
For the bubble move, we have an ordering on the components of a good 
neighborhood of the 2-stratum where the bubble is being introduced. We can 
order the components of a good neighborhood of the new l-stratum by inserting 
the component lying inside the bubble anywhere in that ordering. 
For the lune (respectively Matveev) move, observe that orderings of components 
of good neighborhoods of strata intersecting the region modified by the move are 
equivalent to a single partial ordering on the intersections of 3-cells with the region 
depicted on the left in Fig. 2 (respectively Fig. 1) such that the regions lying on 
opposite sides of a 2-stratum are ordered according to the ordering of components 
of a good neighborhood of the 2-stratum, while the pair of regions not incident 
with a common 2-stratum are incomparable. A local ordering on Sk’ can then be 
obtained by strengthening this partial ordering to a total ordering, and inducing 
orderings on the components of good neighborhood of all strata. 0 
In the presence of this result, it makes sense to make 
Definition 3.11. A %9’S?-coloring A of a locally ordered simple 2-skeleton Sk of 
an oriented 3-manifold M is a pair of maps 
( A : Sk”’ +S, h:Sk”‘+B) 
where Sk”’ is the set of i-strata of Sk, such that the source of A(a) for any 
l-stratum u is A(Ol), @I A(12), 8 A(20),, where (ij), is the 2-stratum incident with 
(T and separating the ith and jth components of a good neighborhood of (T. We 
denote the set of ‘5?997-colorings of a locally ordered simple 2-skeleton Sk by 
A ,,,(Sk). 
It is obvious that a coloring of an ordered triangulation induces a coloring of the 
dual locally ordered simple 2-skeleton and conversely. To define our state-sum in 
this dual setting, we then need extensions of the coloring maps to analogues of T$; 
and Z&. Let Ski:) denote the set of all 2-strata of Sk equipped with an ordering 
on the components of a good neighborhood, and let Sk(‘) denote the set of all 
l-strata of Sk equipped with an ordering on the components of a good neighbor- 
hood and a choice of sign. We can then identify Sk(‘) with the subset of Sk::) on 
which the ordering of components is given by the local ordering on Sk, and extend 
any coloring A to all of Sk,, (‘) by duality. And similarly identifying Sk”’ with the 
subset of positive elements of Ski’) on which the ordering of components is given 
by the local ordering, extend a coloring A to a map from Ski’) to Arr(‘%?) by the 
formulas given before Lemma 3.2, where a, b, c are now elements of Skc3), and 
the two index A’s should have a subscript in accordance with the notation in the 
previous definition. 
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Fig. 10. Colored Matveev move. 
We can now make 
Definition 3.12. The %79&Z?-state-sum associated to a locally ordered simple 
2-skeleton Sk of an oriented 3-manifold A4 is given by 
c 
C-iSk’3’I n dim( A(a))X(“) n II A( U) II 
A dey&k) cr+ESk”’ ueSk@’ 
where c and II h(u) II are defined mutatis mutandis as in Definition 3.3 and x(o) is 
the Euler characteristic of the (open) stratum. 
It is immediate that the state-sum associated to an ordered triangulation and 
the state-sum associated to its dual locally ordered simple 2-skeleton have the 
same value. 
It is not hard to state and copy the proofs of analogues to Lemmas 3.5-3.8, but 
except for Lemma 3.8, whose analogue we state forthwith, they will not be needed, 
as they will follow from the invariance of state-sums under the three moves and the 
observation just made. 
Lemma 3.13. The weight of a vertex of a colored simple 2-skeleton of an oriented 
3-manifold is independent of the ordering of the components of a good neighborhood. 
This last lemma is important, since it shows that it is sufficient to verify 
invariance under each of the three moves for any one of the possible restrictions of 
a local ordering to the region modified by the move. 
The remainder of the proof of Theorem 3.4 consists in verifying the invariance 
of the state-sum under each of the three moves, and breaks down as a series of 
lemmas analogous to those of Turaev and Viro [211. We again remind the reader 
that the main points of difference between this work and theirs (and the reason 
our results are not corollaries of theirs) are the lack of self-duality, and the fact 
that the colorings of incident 2-strata do not in general determine the color of a 
l-stratum (due to multiplicities in the “Clebsch-Gordon” decompositions) in 
consequence of which the “admissible triple” formalism of [21] is inadequate. 
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Fig. 11. Proof of invariance under the Matveev move (Elliot-Biedenharn identity). 
Lemma 3.14. The state-sum is invariant under the Matveev move. 
Proof. Consider the colored initial and final states 2 for an instance of the Matveev 
move given in Fig. 10 where we regard the colors on all “external” strata, that is 
strata which extend beyond the region depicted, as fixed, and the colors of 
“internal” strata as variables to be summed over. We can decompose the state-sum 
in each case into smaller sums in each of which the colors of the “external” strata 
are constant, and factor each of these sums into the contribution of the “internal” 
strata and the contribution of the unchanged part of the skeleton. It suffices then 
to show that the contribution of the “internal” strata in the initial state and final 
states given diagrammatically in Fig. 10 are equal. To do so it is convenient to use 
both numbers as coefficients multiplied times the map li, the calculations are 
’ There is a pun here. What are states in a naive sense of the simple 2-skeleton, become when colored 
(pure) states of a statistical mechanical system, and we are concerned here with a superposition of 
these. 
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dim (e) 
GDJ’ 
= dim (j) dim (e)3 
e,E,D,f’ 
= dim (jl 
Fig. 11 (continued). 
given in Fig. 11. The crucial thing here is the use of Lemma 2.17 to replace 
products of traces with multiples of composite maps. q 
Lemma 3.15. The state-sum is invariant under the lune move. 
Proof. Essentially as in the proof of the previous lemma, save that here there are 
no “internal” strata in the initial state and we must show that the contribution of 
the “internal” strata of the final state is 1 if the “external” strata which were part 
of the same stratum in the initial state are colored alike, and 0 otherwise. The 
colored initial and final states are depicted in Fig. 12. The calculation is given in 
Fig. 13. 0 
Before attending to the bubble move, we use the calculation just given as part of 
the proof of the analogue of Turaev and Viro’s “irreducibility”. 
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Fig. 12. The colored lune move. 
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Fig. 13. Proof of invariance under lune move (orthogonality). 
Lemma 3.16. The quantity 
1 
c= - 
dim(d) 
c dim(a) dim(b) 
a bcY 
A:d@af@b*-rI&? 
is independent of the object d ~9. 
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dt’, (d) dim (a) dim (b) 
= dam (a) dim (b) dtm (e) 
a,b,e 
A&E 
= c dim (a) dim (b) drm (e) 
ahe 
A,D,E 
dim (a) dim (e) 
Fig. 14. Independence of c from choice of object. 
Proof. Given any two objects d, f~9. Choose an object, call it b such that 
B[d @ b @f*, I] is nonzero (note such must exist since the dual of any summand 
in the “Clebsch-Gordon” decomposition of d @f* suffices), and fix a map B ~9’ 
with source d CZI b @f*. The calculation in Fig. 14 then shows that the quantity 
above is equal to the corresponding quantity with d replaced by f. 0 
We can now show 
Lemma 3.17. The state-sum is invariant under the bubble move. 
Proof. Again there are no “internal” strata in the initial state, but here since the 
Euler characteristic of one of the external strata changes, we must compute the 
contribution of all strata in the region depicted. For the initial state it is plainly 
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c -’ dim(d)x, where x is the Euler characteristic of the stratum in the initial state 
(it may have holes outside the region depicted or be a 2-sphere). For the final state 
we have 
cP3 dim(d)*-’ c dim(a) dim(b) 
a&E&Y 
A:da*b*+IM 
-2 
1 
=C 
dim(d) 
c dim(u) dim(b) 
a,bs.P 
A:da*b*+I& 
xdim(d)X-’ c dim(u) dim(b) 
a,b&V 
A:da*b*+Ia 
=C -2 dim(d)x 
where we suppress the @ signs in summation indices (a convention we adopt 
hereafter), and are thus done. 0 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.4. Of course, as it stands it is conceiv- 
able that we have just given a long description of an utterly trivial “invariant” (say, 
not depending on A4 at all). To see that this is not so, let us compute a few values 
for general ~9 and specific 3-manifolds: 
Example 3.18 (S3>. Observe that the simple polyhedron with a single S2 as its only 
stratum is a simple 2-skeleton for S”, computing its state-sum for generic I?? gives 
Z&P) = c c- 2 dim(x)2=c-2 c dim(x)2=cP1. 
x=9 XE9 
Example 3.19 (S2 x S'). Here again we can find a vertex-free simple 2-skeleton, 
this time consisting of a torus with nonintersecting disks glued to meridians (one 
on each side of the torus): the l-strata are the boundaries of the disks; the 2-strata 
are two annuli; and the two disks. Computing the state-sum for generic ‘Z gives 
Zc(S2XS1) =c-2 c dim(z) dim(w) 
X,Y,Z,W‘=S 
F: xyz* +IE.!Z 
G:xyw*+I~.%’ 
=C -2 c dim(x @.y)2 
X,Y ES 
=C -2 c dim(x2) dim( y)2 
X,Y ES 
=C -‘( c dim(x)‘i2 = 1. 
x=s 
The middle two equalities hold by applications of Lemmas 2.10, 2.14 and 2.15. 
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Note that in each of the preceding examples, the product of vertex weights was 
1 (the empty product), and in Example 3.19, the dim(x) and dim(y) factors of the 
summands in the first sum occurred to the O-power (0 = xannulus). Comparing these 
values shows that unless c = 0 or C, t S dim(x)’ = 0 or 1, the invariant is certainly 
nonconstant. 
A more satisfying demonstration of the nontriviality of our result is given in the 
next section. 
4. Self-duality, nonorientability and the Turaev-Viro invariant 
At first glance our construction appears to be inspired by, but not strictly a 
generalization of, the construction of Turaev and Viro [21], in particular our 
weights for colored tetrahedra (of triangulations) or vertices (of simple 2-skeletal 
depend on an ordering and an orientation, whereas those of [21] are independent 
of any extra structure and thus give an extension of the invariants to nonorientable 
manifolds. It is our purpose in this section to show that in fact it subsumes their 
construction from quantum 6j-symbols. It is conceivable that there are instances of 
their purely combinatorial initial data which do not come from semisimple tortile 
categories over K, but it would appear that all natural examples come from such 
categories with certain additional properties. 
To do this, we must show that our weights are in fact the quantum 6j-symbols 
when our construction is applied to a suitable category constructed from 
Rep(U,(sl,)) for qr = 1. 
We begin by working at a higher level of generality, and showing 
Proposition 4.1. If 59 is a multiplicity-free, self-dual, artinian semisimple tortile 
category over K for K quadratically closed, then the weights of colored tetrahedra 
given in Definition 3.3 do not depend on the orientation of the ambient manifold. 
Proof. The entire proof becomes a diagrammatic calculation given in Fig. 15, once 
the following lemma has been proved. 13 
Lemma 4.2. If SF is a multiplicity-free, self-dual artinian semisimple tortile category 
over K (K quadratically closed), then each horn-space E’[x @ y 8 z, II f 0 with x, y, 
z simple, contains a nonzero element QxYZ which satisfies @zYZ = @xxyZux,YoZ(uY,Z @ 
x)(0,63 y @xX (Notice QxxyZ makes sense since (@,,,I is a basis.) 
Proof. Fix x, y, z simple with %?[x @y @z, II # 0, choose a basis I!P] for 
%Y[ x 8 y Q z, 11. Now by self-duality (x 8 y 8 z>* = z 8 y 8 x, while by self-duality 
and multiplicity-freeness g’[ I, z 8 y 8 x] is l-dimensional. Thus q* = 
k%,,&&,,, @x)(8,@y@x)forsomek#OEK.Nowforanya#OEK,onthe 
one hand (aW)* = aW* and on the other (aV) = (l/a@. It is easy to check that 
letting a = f l/& and setting QX,,, = aV gives an element with the desired 
property. 0 
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Fig. 15. Invariance of weights under orientation reversal in the self-dual multiplicity-free case. 
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It should be noted that a corresponding result holds in the general self-dual 
case, but that there we must replace the scalar k with a change-of-basis matrix, 
and find the square-root of its inverse using Jordan canonical form (requiring 
algebraic closure, not just quadratic closure). Unfortunately, it is not quite clear 
how to use this to show independence of orientation since the weights cannot be 
shown to be orientation independent. 
Theorem 4.3. If ET is a multiplicity-free, self-dual artinian semisimple tortile category 
over K then Z,(> extends to an invariant of arbitrary compact manifolds given by the 
same construction. 
Proof. Once the weight of colored tetrahedra (colored vertices in the dual setting) 
is independent of the ambient orientation, the proof of Theorem 3.4 carries this 
result. Cl 
The multiplicity-free self-dual artinian semisimple tortile category over C, 77, 
from which the Turaev-Viro invariant is constructed is then the category of small 
representations of U,(sZ,) for 4’ = 1 in the sense of Gelfand and Kazhdan [7]. 
Observe that the same argument for inheritance of braidings and rigidity under 
Gelfand and Kazhadan’s general construction gives a proof that tortileness is 
inherited. 3 
3 For the reader who would prefer a direct combinatorial description of the category ST we sketch 
the construction directly from combinatorial coefficients associated with the quantum group: 
The objects of ST are all formal direct sums of the symbols CO),. , (r - 2) (“twice the spin”). The 
maps are determined completely by the conditions that the objects CO),.  ,(r - 2) all be simple, and that 
the formal direct sums be direct sums for a C-linear Abelian category structure. The monoidal structure 
is given on the simple objects by truncated Clebsch-Gordon conditions: (i)@(j) = ( I i - j I)~B 
(1 i - j I+ 2)@ @(m(i, j)) where m(i, j) = min(i + j, 2(r - l)- i - j). For direct sums of simple 
objects, we extend by ordering summands from each of summands in the given order, and ordering the 
groups by the “first factor dominant” ordering induced by the two orderings of summands. 
Observe that I = (01, and that the unit natural transformations are identities. The associativity 
natural transformation is given by a matrix whose entries are the quantum 6j-symbols for qr = 1, in the 
version with no names (neither Racah-Wigner nor Turaev-Viro) attached (cf. Kirillov and Reshetikhin 
ill], Turaev and Viro [21], Piunikhin [181X (Placement of the entries is governed by the ordering given 
above, and which 6jjsymbol occurs where is determined by the indexing in the intermediate expansions 
of the triple tensor product.) The check that the Elliot-Biedenharn identity gives the pentagon relation 
is then standard. Plainly each (i) is its own dual since up to scalars there are unique nonzero maps in 
each direction between (i)@(i) and (01, and we can then choose such maps, and normalize by scalar 
multiplication to give the defining condition for right duals. The braiding is determined by ~~(lI,r,r = 
CkfJ-1) ~+,~kq(k(k+2)~,(j+2)-i(rt2))/8 (rX,)QXi) pCkl lCk) where p[$j) and i&y’) are the projections and inclu- 
sions for the direct sums defining the tensor product, and the sum ranges over the summands of that 
direct sum. Finally the “twist” or “ribbon” map is given by B(,) = + q --j(jc2)/41dCj) (cf. Kirillov and 
Reshetikhin [ll], Yetter [22]). 
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Theorem 4.4. Z ,,o is the Turaev-Viro invariant for qr = 1. 
Proof. Plainly in the presence of the previous theorem, the combinatorics of the 
construction is identical. Note then that Turaev and Viro’s [21] We* is precisely our 
dim(j) (cf. Piunikhin [Ml), and thus our c is their w*. Finally, Turaev and Viro’s 
renormalization of the quantum 6j-symbols replaces matrix elements for the 
change-of-basis matrix giving reassociation of a triple tensor product, with traces of 
maps obtained by including a simple object into a triple tensor product, reassociat- 
ing, and projecting onto the same simple object. Our weights an be seen to be such 
traces by rearranging the diagram defining them to make explicit their realizations 
as traces (Piunikhin [18] is again helpful if the reader is not facile with diagram- 
matic calculations). Thus, our weights and the Turaev-Viro [21] version of the 
quantum 6j-symbols differ by at most a change-of-basis in each of the relevant 
horn-spaces, so by Lemma 3.5 we are done. 0 
5. The topological quantum field theories 
As was the case for Turaev and Viro [21], our construction can be adapted to 
3-manifolds with boundary to give rise to a topological quantum field theory 
(TQFT). 
Recall the following variant of Atiyah’s [ll definition of TQFT (cf. Yetter 
[23,24]): 
Definition 5.1. d-cobord,,, (respectively d-cobord.., d-cobord,,,) is the cate- 
gory whose objects are d-dimensional closed oriented smooth (respectively PL, 
topological) manifolds and in which maps from X to Y are named pairs (M, f) 
where M is a compact smooth (respectively PL, topological) (d + l)-dimensional 
manifold with boundary, and f : X LI - Y + l+M is an orientation preserving 
diffeomorphism (respectively PL-homeomorphism, homeomorphism), where - Y 
denotes Y with its orientation reversed. Two such name the same map if there is 
an orientation preserving diffeomorphism (respectively PL-homeomorphism, 
homeomorphism) between the (d + l&manifolds which preserves the identifica- 
tions of the boundary with X LI - Y. 
The identity map on X is named by X x [O, 11 with the obvious identification of 
X LI -X with the boundary. Composition of maps is given by “glueing” (d + 1) 
manifolds along their common boundary. Note that d-cobord is equipped with a 
symmetric monoidal structure given on objects by X 8 Y = X LI Y, and Z = 4, and 
that -X is a dual object to X. 
Definition 5.2. A (d + l)-dimensional topological quantum field theory ((d + 1)dim 
TQFT) over DIFF (respectively PL, TOP) is a functor 2 : d-cobord,,,, + 7 (re- 
spectively Z : d-cobord,, + 7, Z : d-cobord,,, + ‘39 which preserves EJ and I, 
where v is the category of Hilbert spaces and bounded operators or the category 
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of finite-dimensional vector spaces over some field (usually 0. Note: Z necessarily 
satisfies Z( -X> S Z(X)*. 
Of course, since we are working exclusively in dimension 2 + 1, the three 
notions of TQFT (over TOP, PL, and DIPI?) coincide. 
Rather than remaining in the dual setting, we return to the triangulated setting, 
and follow the method of construction given in Yetter [23,24]: to each surface 
equipped with an ordered triangulation (X, T) we associate a vector space 
Z ,,,(X, T) with basis A,,,(T). 
We can then use formulas analogous to those used to define the 3-manifold 
invariants above to define for each ordered triangulated cobordism 04, T) from 
(X, T) to (Y, T’) a linear map Z,,,(M, T): Z,,(X, T) + Z,,,(Y, T’), given 
on our basis of colorings by 
pLc, 
c ( h =bY9 
c-lT61-lT~,1/2 n dim(h(e))‘(e) n 11 A(a) lj)h 1 Tt 
esq1, (+E %I 
AIT=@ 
where Tcg is the set of vertices of T lying in A4 - M4 and T& is the set of vertices 
of T lying in M4, and 
‘(e)= ’ ifeEaM 
i 
1 if eEM-M4, 
z 
It is not hard to see that 
Lemma 5.3. Zf (M, T) (respectively (N, S)) is an ordered triangulated cobordism 
from one triangulated surface (X, T) to another (Y, T’) (respectively from (Y, T’) to 
(Z, T”)) then 
Z sp&MLIyN, TUS) =Z,,,(M, T)Z,,,(N> S>. 
Or that 
Lemma 5.4. Zf (X, T) and (Y, S) are ordered triangulated surfaces then 
Z ,,,(XLIY,TuS) =Z,,,(X> T) @Zw,,(Y, S) 
and similarly for ordered triangulated cobordisms. 
It is easy to adapt the proof of Theorem 3.4 to show 
Proposition 5.5. The spaces Z,,, (X, T) may be taken to be independent of 9 (by 
replacing the basis dependent construction by a tensor product of the relevant 
horn-spaces ordered by lexicographic ordering of faces induced by the ordering on Z&) 
and, in the case of quadratically closed ground fields, are independent of 9 up to 
canonical isomolphism. Moreover, for fixed (X, T) and (Y, S) and a cobordism M 
from X to Y, the map Z,,,(M, T) is in fact independent of the triangulation chosen 
to extend T and S to M. We therefore denote the spaces by Z,(X, T) and the maps 
by .2&_&V, T, S>. 
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All that is required now to complete the construction of our TQFT by the 
colimiting construction of [23,24] are restriction maps res,,, : Z,(X, T’) --f 
Z,(X, T) whenever T’ is a subdivision of T satisfying the required commutation 
relations with the Z,,(M, T, S). These are provided by the simple expedient of 
taking resr,,, = Z,,(M, T, S). We can then proceed to define Z,(X) = 
colim(Z,,(X, T), res,,,> f or surfaces, and Z,,(M) = kygc, where, analogously 
to the case in [23,24], ky is the canonical map from Z,(X) to Z,(Y, S> for 
some fixed ordered triangulation S induced by the universal property of the 
colimit together with the fact that the Z,(M, T, S) form a cocone over the 
diagram, and where g: is the canonical map from Z,(Y, S> to Z,,(Y) in the 
univeral cocone defining Z,,(Y). 
The same argument as in 123,241 then gives us 
Theorem 5.6. Z,() as defined in the last paragraph is a (2 + Odimensional TQFT. 
6. Concluding remarks 
The existence of the Turaev-Viro construction in the generality discussed here 
raises a number of questions for further research. First, when the category used is 
a modular tensor category, one would like to know what relations exist between 
the generalized Turaev-Viro invariant, and that arising from the construction of 
Crane [3]. Likewise, if the category used is the category of (co)modules over a 
semisimple (involutory) Hopf algebra, one would like to understand what relations 
exist between the generalized Turaev-Viro invariant and the state-sum invariant 
of Kuperberg [12] associated to the Hopf algebra. 
Of course, one question that always arises with any new class of topological 
invariants is that of interpretation. 
The author is implementing a program to compute generalized Turaev-Viro 
invariants. 
Appendix on diagrammatic notation 
The following brief outline of diagrammatic notation for maps in tortile cate- 
gories is adapted from [22]. 
Diagrammatic notation is best adapted to “arrows-only” descriptions of cate- 
gories, so we make no distinction between an object and the identity map on the 
object. Identity maps are denoted by labelled curves descending the page; the 
tensor product @ is denoted by setting side-by-side (see Fig. 16). 
In general, maps are denoted by boxes with incoming edges above denoting the 
source of the map, and outgoing edges below denoting the target of the map, as for 
example in Fig. 17. 
Some maps and objects, however, have special notations whose use is justified 
by the coherence theorems of [20] and [6]. In particular, curves labelled with the 
monoidal identity object Z may be omitted (see Fig. 18). 
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x@y x Y 
Fig. 16. Two ways to denote X@Y. 
X x Y 
4 I f g Y Z 
Fig. 17. Maps f: X + Y and g : X@Y + Z. 
Y 
\ 
/ 
X 
X \ Y 
Fig. 18. The braiding and its inverse. 
The coherence theorems of [20] and [6] then insure that manipulating the 
diagrams by “generalized framed Reidemeister moves” results in a different 
notation for the same map. 
Further suppression of labelling is possible by orienting the curves and consider- 
ing downward oriented curves as indicating the labelling object, and upward 
oriented curves as indicating its right dual. In our diagrammatic proofs we even 
suppress the writing of this orientation by adopting the convention that the first 
two curves leaving or entering a box are oriented downward and the third is 
oriented upward. 
Finally, we must note one other subtlety of diagrammatic notation as used here: 
there are two types of maxima and minima in the diagrammatic notation, those 
X u X' l-7 X* X 
Fig. 19. The evaluation and coevaluation maps for a right dual. 
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U” = 9’ 
‘?I X X' = =?i 0-l x X’ 
Fig. 20. Left duality in terms of right duality, braiding and 19 
defining the right dual, and those in which the labels X and X* have been 
exchanged (see Fig. 19). Maxima and minima of the second type are the structure 
maps for X* as a left dual, and maybe expressed in terms of the right duality, the 
braiding and the “twist” map 8 as in Fig. 20. 
Since the categories involved are K-linear, we can also denote maps by K-linear 
combinations of diagrams with the same source and target. Similarly, the “biprod- 
uct” condition on the projections and inclusions of direct sum decompositions into 
Fig. 21 
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simple objects have diagrammatic expressions of the form given in Fig. 21, where 
A, A’ are elements of a basis for the relevant horn-space, X denotes an arbitrary 
object, and S a simple object. 
The relation expressed in Fig. 21 is used in tandem with Lemma 2.17 in our 
diagrammatic calculations whenever we remove edges whose labels were summed 
over (the pictorial version of contracting indices). 
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